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ACTUAL REALITY
omni experience

between expectation and mystery
between observation and experience

ACTUAL REALITY
worldly serials
Everyday earthly Everything
Interjections
Soon
Actual Reality
Will be Actual.

A situation
apprehended
tickles the mind
in time.

Cosmic scale questions
Interrelated significance

The obvious
Problems and events

The rising up of
Experience engendered thought
Actual Reality
Sum-totally nev-er-end-ing
streeeedeeeeeaaaam
complete wisdom
Shrieking
Giggling
Mysterious glimpses
towards
A fountain
renewing
A stable shape:
there it is.
Actual Reality
Oh-oh Gravity
Oh-oh Earth Scenario
un-differentiable
generalized principles,
involvements and side effects
Oh-oh radiation
Disintegration
Particle-bending
Sensations
unfocused and ever-designing
Actual reality
Shadowless,
Integrating,
Metaphysical Love
It gets me.
Gravity
Inter-transforming
Differently enduring
Finite units of
comprehension
It loses me
Ego bending
Actually.
How it moves:
Plural and differentiable
wild omni motion system
bound to churn
something discernible—
Optimism
In a sea of permeative
World Question.

Redundant cravings
For earth information
Apples and Walnuts
Salmon and Blueberries
In bowls made of wood
In bowls made of clay
That’s enough
I can feel the weight of things

Overlapping-ly affected
by separatist senses
There are
No-solids
There are
No-things

Only-Interfering and
Non-Interfering patterns

Operative in
Pure principle

Frequency
Synchronizable

A perfect pitch
To ditch.
Nothing created
Nothing lost
Cycling
Closure
A wave
That moves
memory and experience.

Record profits
complete glory
gorgeous alphabet
profound development
not much
in the wake of a single
observant moment
observing anything
really.
Introducing the universe
To humans

Everyday
Spectacular
Actual Reality
“actual reality”
by lucky dragons
11/02/12
at Southern Exposure, SF, CA
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